Introduction
============

The human sex chromosomes originated ∼150 millions years ago from a pair of regular autosomes after the emergence of the male determinant gene *Sry* ([@bib27]; [@bib44]). The Y chromosome became recombinationally inert in several steps---possibly involving inversions on the Y---and has currently only two small regions called pseudoautosomal that concentrate all the meiotic crossing-over events in males ([@bib27]). The suppression of crossing-over on the Y probably evolved with accumulation of sex-antagonistic (good for male and bad for female) genes on that chromosome ([@bib9]). The absence of crossing-over has been widely studied theoretically and it leads to inefficient selection and reduced polymorphism, the so-called Hill--Robertson effects (for a review see [@bib8] and [@bib15]). The sequencing and annotation of the human X and Y chromosomes, respectively, in 2005 and 2003 revealed the extent of the effects of the absence of crossing-over on the Y. The comparison with the X showed that the male-specific region of the Y (MSY) lost about 97% of the genes initially present. It accumulated large amounts of repeats (∼80% of its current DNA content), which mostly turn into heterochromatin (∼60% of the MSY), and was widely rearranged. The pseudoautosomal regions (PAR), however, have perfectly normal characteristics compared with the rest of the genome ([@bib43]; [@bib40]).

A big surprise came out of the sequencing of the human Y chromosome. In the MSY region, most of the genes belong to nine gene families. These genes---called ampliconic genes---undergo gene conversion within each gene family, which was unexpected because MSY was believed to be recombinationally inert and gene conversion is a form of recombination ([@bib42]). Moreover, based on the comparison of interparalogues divergence and human--chimp divergence, they could estimate the level of gene conversion and it was found to be extraordinarily high, about 1,000-fold the genome average ([@bib42]; [@bib6]). These nine gene families show structures that seem to promote gene conversion: many of them are included in large palindromes and others in inverted repeats and tandem arrays, which could explain the very high rate observed ([@bib42]). Although some cases of translocation from autosomes to the Y have been described ([@bib5]; [@bib50]), most of the ampliconic genes have originated from one parental gene that was already present on the autosomal pair that gave rise to the human XY ([@bib5]). They thus amplified specifically on the Y and gave sometimes very large families (one of them has 35 copies). Interestingly, all the ampliconic genes are expressed in testis and many of them are involved in spermatogenesis ([@bib43]; [@bib42]). All this suggests that duplication and gene conversion may have protected these genes (important for male functions) from degeneration ([@bib7]; [@bib17]; [@bib42]). A recent study suggests that this beneficial effect may have been strong because gene conversion is associated with some cost caused by unequal crossing over resulting in gene loss ([@bib28]).

The amplification seems to have occurred independently in several lineages because the genes that were amplified are not the same in humans, chimpanzees, and mice, which is consistent with the degeneration of the Y being an ongoing process that started 150 Ma and continued independently in the different mammalian lineages ([@bib5]; [@bib1]; [@bib18]). The chimpanzee ampliconic regions are larger than the human ones and it has been suggested that this could be because selection (through sperm competition) is stronger in chimps and this may have caused stronger Hill--Robertson effects, and hence the need for a more efficient protection ([@bib18]). Several cases of gene conversion between X and Y copies of some sex-linked genes have also been reported in the literature ([@bib39]; [@bib23]; [@bib33]). There is thus a growing belief that gene conversion could slow down degeneration of Y-linked genes. However, nonrecombining regions of the genome are expected to accumulate duplicate genes because of inefficient selection to eliminate quickly duplicates due to small population size ([@bib30]; [@bib29]), and the idea that gene conversion can oppose Y degeneration has been criticized ([@bib16]). It is therefore unclear whether the evolution of ampliconic regions has been driven by positive selection or drift. Earlier works on the effect of gene conversion on the molecular evolution of gene families have been done ([@bib38]; [@bib36]; [@bib45]; [@bib37]; [@bib19]), but these have not included Hill--Robertson effects and are not directly relevant for the evolution of the Y chromosome. We therefore lack theoretical work on whether gene conversion can oppose Y degeneration at all.

Here, we used a theoretical framework for studying the evolution of recombination modifiers ([@bib26]; [@bib14]) and adapted it for gene conversion modifiers in order to understand under which conditions a gene conversion modifier could be advantageous. We focused on Y--Y gene conversion because current data suggest that Y--Y gene conversion is much more frequent than X--Y gene conversion and has potentially a stronger impact on Y chromosome evolution. We considered a haploid population of Y chromosomes evolving under the Wright--Fisher model, and introduced a Y variant to study its fate through Monte Carlo simulations with varying population genetics parameters (e.g., population size, deleterious mutation rate, and gene conversion rate). Mutations effects on fitness are drawn from a gamma distribution, as suggested from recent data ([@bib24]). Importantly, we gathered from the literature realistic values for these parameters in humans to clearly test whether Y variants could get fixed with higher probability than that expected from a random neutral process in humans. We ran three distinct sets of simulations. In a first step, we introduced a variant with gene conversion in a population of Y with 1/3 of duplicate genes (as in the human Y), and we found that gene conversion is clearly advantageous when considering biologically reasonable parameters for humans. In the second set of simulations, we introduced a single variant with duplicates in a population of Y chromosomes carrying only single-copy genes and found that large duplicates are not easily fixed in a population under parameters reasonable for humans. We therefore suggest that copies are more likely to get fixed one after another to ultimately reach a large copy number because this scenario involves the fixation of nearly neutral events and is more likely than a one-step amplification. In the last set of simulations, we introduced a single variant with both duplication and gene conversion in a population of Y with single-copy genes and found that selection against duplication was fairly strong and overcame the selective advantage of gene conversion for large-scale duplication events, which again supported the idea that the ampliconic regions observed in humans must have evolved step by step. Taking this and variations around these simulations, we discuss how ampliconic regions could have evolved in humans and other mammals.

Material and Methods
====================

Model for the Gene Conversion Modifier
--------------------------------------

In our forward Monte Carlo computer simulations, the population included *N* haploid individuals (Y chromosomes), and evolved under the standard Wright--Fisher model, of constant population size and no overlapping generations. Each individual was represented by a Y chromosome with *L* genes. We assumed that a given fraction of genes, *f*~GC~, had a certain number of duplicates, *C*. Thus, the entire Y chromosome included *G = L + f*~GC~·*L* (*C −* 1) loci. Gene conversion occurred only between duplicates of a given gene. Mutations occurred during reproduction and were assumed to follow a Poisson distribution, as commonly done in population genetics. Mutations appeared at a constant rate per Y chromosome per generation, *U* (see below). All mutations were considered deleterious and the effect on fitness of a mutation depended on the position where it occurred: if it occurred on a single-copy gene then its effect was −*s~d~*; if it took place in a multicopy gene it had a smaller effect −*s~d~*/*C*, where *C* is the number of copies of that gene. In any case, *s~d~* was randomly generated from a gamma distribution:of fixed mean value α/β, where α is the shape parameter and β is the scale parameter. After mutation, selection occurred and those most adapted individuals had a greater chance of producing more offspring at the next generation. The fitness of an individual with a Y chromosome carrying *k* deleterious mutations on single-copy genes and *m* deleterious mutations in duplicated genes is given by:

where $s_{d_{i}}$ and $s_{d_{j}}$ are taken from a gamma distribution as indicated above.

Initially, the population evolved in the absence of gene conversion, that is, only under mutation, selection, and genetic drift, for a period of T~eq~ generations, where an equilibrium regime was reached (T~eq~ was set to *N*, which is sufficient to reach an equilibrium, data not shown). Then, an individual was chosen at random to carry the modifier allele, which allowed it to perform gene conversion. Most of the time, this individual went extinct stochastically, but occasionally it spread through the population to fixation, generating a population that had acquired the process of gene conversion. During the gene conversion phase, each individual carrying the modifier allele of gene conversion was affected by gene conversion at rate *r*~GC~. During a gene conversion event, a duplicated gene was randomly selected and the mutations of a given locus, among the *C* available copies of that gene, were copied to one of the *C −* 1 remaining ones. For each set of parameter values, we ran 20-times *N* simulations, where the fate of the modifier allele was followed. We then counted the number of simulations where gene conversion modifier was able to invade and fix and compared that number with the one expected under neutrality, where a random mutation has a likelihood of 1/*N* to become fixed. This way, we studied the conditions under which gene conversion is selected for.

Model for the Variant with Duplication
--------------------------------------

In the aforementioned model, we assumed that in the initial population of Y chromosomes a given fraction of the genes were duplicated. This allowed us to study the advantage of the gene conversion mechanism by itself, which required the existence of duplicated genes. In another set of simulations, we analyzed the sole effect of duplication. We asked under which conditions a duplication event was deleterious, neutral or even advantageous when it occurred in a population of Y chromosomes that was experiencing the evolutionary forces of mutation, selection, and drift. In this model, the initial population of Y chromosomes included genomes with single-copy genes only, experiencing, as before, mutation and selection against deleterious mutations but no gene conversion. The population consisted initially of haploid individuals with genome size *L* that evolved up to reaching an equilibrium between mutation, selection, and drift. We then introduced a variant with duplicated genes and a genome size of *G = L + f*~GC~·*L·*(*C --* 1). The mutation effects on the duplicated genes were reduced by a factor *1*/*C*, as previously. In order to keep the same value for the rate of mutation per gene, the genomic mutation rate of the variant was increased by a factor *G*/*L*, in comparison with genomes with single-copy genes only. We again ran 20-times *N* simulations and estimated the probability of fixation of the variant carrying a duplication as before.

Model for Modifier with Both Duplication and Gene Conversion
------------------------------------------------------------

The simulation started with every individual consisting of genomes of same size *L,* and evolved under the Wright--Fisher model up to reaching a steady state regime. Then, a variant with duplication (genome size *G = L + f*~GC~*·L·*(*C --* 1)) and gene conversion (rate *r*~GC~) was introduced. This variant evolved up to either its loss or fixation in the population, and its probability of successfully invading was estimated as before.

Parameter Estimates for Humans
------------------------------

We collected from the literature values for the different parameters of the model ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The effective population size is about 10,000 in humans ([@bib12]; [@bib48], [@bib49]; [@bib25]), which gives 2,500 for the Y chromosome given that Y chromosomes are as many as 1/4 of a typical autosome. Gene number (*L*), fraction of duplicate genes (*f*~GC~) and copy number (*C*) were found to be, respectively, 27, 1/3, and 7 in the human Y ([@bib43]). The rate of Y--Y gene conversion has been estimated to be 2 × 10^−4^ conversions per duplicated nucleotide per generation for multigene families lying within palindromes ([@bib42]), and we multiplied this number by the mean human Y gene size (∼2,000 bp, ENSEMBL GRcH37 for human data) to get a rate of gene conversion per gene (*r*~GC~) of 0.4. We have estimated the deleterious mutation rate for the Y chromosome as follows. We took the genome-wide deleterious mutation rate *U*~tot~ = 3 ([@bib35]) and divided it by the total number of genes in the human genome (∼20,000, ENSEMBL GRCh37 for human data) to get *u*~tot~ the deleterious mutation rate per gene (*u*~tot~*= U*~tot~*/*gene number). Assuming a sex ratio of 1, we had *u*~male~*=*2*b·u*~tot~/(1 + *b*) with *u*~male~ being the deleterious mutation rate per gene in the male germline, *b* being the male-mutation bias and *u*~male~*= b·u*~female~·*b* is 5 in humans ([@bib31]) and multiplying *u*~male~ by 78, the total number of Y genes ([@bib43]), we obtained *U* = 0.01, the deleterious mutation rate for the Y chromosome. Selection coefficients followed a gamma distribution of parameters α = 0.2 and β = 2.5, which were estimated using human polymorphism data ([@bib24]).

###### 

Human Values for the Relevant Parameters of the Model

  Y Population Genetics Parameters                                             Humans             References
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ----------------------------------------
  *N* = population size[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                       2,500              [@bib12], [@bib48], [@bib49], [@bib25]
  *L* = gene number                                                            27                 [@bib43]
  *f*~GC~ = fraction of duplicate genes                                        1/3                [@bib43]
  *C* = copy number                                                            7                  [@bib43]
  *r*~GC~ = gene conversion rate (per gene)[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.4                [@bib42]
  *U* = deleterious mutation rate[c](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}             0.01               [@bib35], [@bib31], [@bib43]
  *s~d~* = selection coefficient[d](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}              α = 0.2, β = 2.5   [@bib24]

We took the estimated species population size ([@bib12]; [@bib48], [@bib49]; [@bib25]) and divided it by 4 to get the Y population size.

We took the gene conversion rate per nucleotide per generation ([@bib42]) and multiplied it by the average Y gene size (∼2,000 bp) from ENSEMBL.

We took the genome-wide deleterious mutation rate *U*~tot~ = 3 ([@bib35]) and divided it by the total number of genes in the human genome (∼20,000 from ENSEMBL) to get *u*~tot~ the deleterious mutation rate per gene, then we got the mutation rate per gene in the male germline (where the Y stays generation after generation) *u*~male~. We corrected *u*~tot~ by the male-mutation bias (*b* = 5; [@bib31]) so that *u*~male~*= 2·b·u*~tot~/(1 + *b*) and then multiplied this by the number of Y genes (78; [@bib43]) to get *U* = *u*~male~ × Ygene number, the deleterious mutation rate for the Y chromosome.

We took the estimates for a gamma distribution that models the distribution of the fitness effects of mutations in humans ([@bib24]).

Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Data Analysis
--------------------------------------------

Raw single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) data were collected from Hapmap version 2 (including Mormons (CEU), yorubas (YRI), hans (CHB) and japonese (JAP) population, see <http://ftp.hapmap.org/frequencies/latest_phaseII_ncbi_b36/fwd_strand/non-redundant/>) and cross-linked with the NCBI database (NCBI b36.3 March 2009) to assign SNPs to Y genes. Information on gene position on the Y chromosome was also collected. The level of polymorphism was computed as the number of SNPs/gene length. Gene length included coding and intron regions, which mean both neutral and selected polymorphism was analyzed here.

Results
=======

Starting with a population of degenerating Y chromosomes with duplicate genes, we investigated whether a Y variant capable of gene conversion would outcompete the original Y more often than expected by chance. This allows us to estimate the advantage of gene conversion in a degenerating Y chromosome with duplicates. We then studied how the duplications could have evolved in the first place by introducing in a population of degenerating Y chromosomes with single-copy genes only, a variant with duplicate genes. This told us whether fixation of duplicate genes was neutral or counterselected and therefore allows us to quantify how easily they can evolve on a nonrecombining population of Y chromosomes. We also studied the case where the Y variant has duplicates undergoing gene conversion. This told us what were the chances for the duplication and gene conversion to be selected simultaneously. In all simulations, we counted the number of fixations of the variant and divided by the number of runs and compared this with the random expectation (1*/N*) to get the ratio of observed versus expected probability of fixation (Pfix~o/e~). In all simulations, the default parameters are the values that we currently have for humans ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), unless explicitly mentioned otherwise. In all the figures, each data point has been obtained with 20*N* independent simulation runs.

Evolution of Gene Conversion on the Y chromosome
------------------------------------------------

Here we start with *N* Y chromosomes resembling the human Y (same gene number, % duplicates, and copy number) and we introduced a Y variant that has gene conversion within the copies of a duplicate gene. Using the human parameter values ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), the simulations clearly show that the fixation of the gene conversion variant is much more likely than that of a neutral one (Pfix~o/e~ = 7.5, see [fig. 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which suggests that gene conversion is advantageous for the human Y. Changing the rate of gene conversion shows that a high rate of gene conversion is needed for the variant to have an advantage. Indeed, modifiers with low rates of gene conversion do not show any significant advantage over the neutral expectation. Interestingly, the rate of gene conversion estimated for the human Y (0.4) is higher than the threshold for observing such an advantage, which suggests this high value may have been selected for ([fig. 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). When we analyze the dynamics of mean fitness of the Y chromosomal population as a strong gene conversion modifier increases in frequency we observe fitness does increase over time, which support the idea that gene conversion oppose Y degeneration (see [fig. 2*B*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The analysis of the same dynamics for a weak gene conversion modifier shows that fitness does not increase over time and fixation takes much more time, which suggests it is mainly due to drift (see [fig. 2*A*](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This confirms the rate of gene conversion has to be high for its counter effect on Y degeneration to be seen. Next, we asked what would be the effect of the number of copies on the advantage of a gene conversion modifier because in the Y there are different numbers of copies in different genes. [Figure 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows that the advantage increases as the number of gene duplicates increases in the Y, which may explain why the gene families in humans can be so large (mean copy number of 7). Changing the population size (*N*) and the deleterious mutation rates (*U*) show that the advantage of the variant increases with *N* and *U* ([fig. 1*C*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This result is similar to that observed for the advantage of modifiers of the recombination rate when invading asexual populations ([@bib14]). We thus expect that in other mammals with large *N* and/or large *U* the ampliconic region be larger than in humans.

![Evolution of Y variants for gene conversion. This figure shows results for simulations with introduction of variants with gene conversion in a population of Y chromosomes without gene conversion. Pfix~o/e~ is the number of observed fixation divided by the number of replicates divided by 1/*N*, the probability of fixation for a neutral variant. The red line shows the neutral expectation (Pfix~o/e~ = 1). The red star shows the simulations with human values for all parameters. Error bars are twice the standard error from the 20*N* replicates. When not specified, the parameters have the values shown in [table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} (from human data). The fixation of the Y variant was studied in different conditions. (*A*) Effect of the gene conversion rates. Here, different rates of gene conversion for the Y variants were tested. (*B*) Effect of the fraction of multicopy genes and the mean copy number (what we called duplication configuration). For instance, nine genes with seven copies each means that there are nine multicopy genes (with seven copies) and a total of 9 × 7 + (27 − 9) = 81 genes. Here, simulated Y chromosomes (both original population and variants) have different duplication configurations. (*C*) Effect of the population size and deleterious mutation rate. The *y* axis is in log scale. See text for more details.](gbeevq026f01_3c){#fig1}

![Dynamics of fixation of weak and strong gene conversion modifiers. Mean fitness of the population (black dots) and frequency of the Y variant in the population (blue squares) are shown over time (number of generations) for (*A*) the fixation of a Y variant with low rate of gene conversion (0.0004, weak modifier), and (*B*) the fixation of a Y variant with high rate of gene conversion (0.4, strong modifier). The *x* axis does not have the same scale in (*A*) and (*B*). Fixation time is much longer for the weak modifier compared with the strong one.](gbeevq026f02_3c){#fig2}

Evolution of Duplication on the Y Chromosome
--------------------------------------------

Here, we start with *N* Y chromosomes resembling the human Y except that they only have single-copy genes and we introduced a Y variant that has duplicate genes. For instance, in the case of one duplicate with two copies, the variant has one of the Y gene with two copies. Using different duplication configurations (from one duplicate gene with two copies to nine duplicate genes with nine copies), we show that the fixation probability of the variant with duplications is close to that of a neutral variant for Y chromosomes with little duplication and it drops quickly as the duplication involves more genes and more copies and reaches 0 for humans values (see [fig. 3*A*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In our simulations, the fixation of duplicate seems unlikely unless it involves small-scale duplication events. We investigated the case with the highest probability of fixation (one duplicate gene with two copies) in more detail in [fig. 3*B*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. We got very similar results for a wide range of population sizes and deleterious mutation rates.

![Evolution of Y variants for gene duplication. This figure shows results for simulations with introduction of variants for gene duplication in a population of Y chromosomes with single-copy genes only. See fig. 1 for definition of Pfix~o/e~ and other details. (*A*) Fixation of Y variants with different fractions of multicopy genes and the mean copy numbers (duplication configurations). (*B*) The situation for the variant with just one duplicated gene (one gene, two copies) is studied in more details. Effects of population size and the rate of deleterious mutation are tested. See text for more details.](gbeevq026f03_3c){#fig3}

Joint Evolution of Duplication and Gene Conversion on the Y
-----------------------------------------------------------

We finally analyzed modifiers with two traits simultaneously, a duplication and the ability to do gene conversion. We start again with *N* Y chromosomes that have single-copy genes as in the previous section but this time we introduced a Y variant that has both duplicate genes and gene conversion between the copies. [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the probability of fixation of the variant can exceed that of a neutral variant under some conditions but as soon as the duplication events involve more genes and more copies, the probability of fixation decreases whatever the deleterious mutation rate ([fig. 4*A*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) or population size ([fig. 4*B*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), mirroring the results obtained for duplication alone (see previous section). For low deleterious mutation rate (0.001), the probability tends to stay closer to neutrality all along the duplication configurations but also drops for large-scale duplication events (nine genes four copies and larger; [fig. 4*A*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For higher mutation rates (0.01--0.1), the probability of fixation occasionally exceeds 1 for duplication events of intermediate size ([fig. 4*A*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For small population size and small-scale duplication events, the probability of fixation also gets higher than 1 or close to 1 ([fig. 4*B*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The fixation of the variant with both duplication and gene conversion is therefore likely for wider range of parameters compared with that of the variant with duplication only (see previous section). High deleterious mutation, small *N* and small- to intermediate-size duplication events are favorable conditions for the variant to spread. With parameter values reasonable for humans, the probability of fixation the whole system (ampliconic region and gene conversion) at once is null, which again favor the scenario of a gradual evolution of the structure observed in the human Y today.

![Evolution of Y variants for gene duplication and gene conversion. This figure shows results for simulations with introduction of variants having both gene duplication and gene conversion in a population of Y chromosomes with single-copy genes only (and no gene conversion). See fig. 1 for definition of Pfix~o/e~ and other details. The fixation of Y variants with different fractions of multicopy genes and the mean copy numbers (duplication configurations) is studied. (*A*) Effect of deleterious mutation rate. (*B*) Effect of population size. See text for more details.](gbeevq026f04_3c){#fig4}

Discussion
==========

Our simulations with the gene conversion variant clearly show that in humans intra-Y gene conversion is advantageous. However, our simulations with the duplication variant show fixation of many duplications at a time is not likely, which raises the question of how the duplications got fixed on the human Y in the first place. Interestingly, these simulations also show that small-scale duplication event (one gene gets two copies) can be fixed by chance and we speculate that the ampliconic regions in humans may have evolved by small steps. When duplication and gene conversion are considered simultaneously as in our simulations with the variant with both duplication and gene conversion, we find that small-scale to intermediate-scale duplication events can even have a fixation probability slightly higher than the neutral expectation. Our results suggest that the Y has accumulated duplicates gradually by drift or because duplication is in itself beneficial (e.g., there is selection on dosage) and the beneficial effect of gene conversion increased progressively as the ampliconic regions got bigger. Specific structures favoring gene conversion (e.g., palindromes) may have also been retained by selection in the process.

Effect of Gene Conversion on Y Degeneration
-------------------------------------------

We do observe an advantage of gene conversion but how does that work? In our simulations, the Y chromosome was degenerating because of deleterious mutations reducing the effective population size of the Y. In this situation, the Y degenerates because it recurrently looses the class of least-loaded Y chromosomes (Muller's ratchet) or because the classes of Y chromosomes with deleterious mutations are bound to disappear and thus reduce the effective population size (background selection). With gene conversion, there is the possibility to restore the least-loaded haplotype for a gene family. If only a small fraction of the Y genes are affected by gene conversion, the advantage is small as suggested by our simulations with gene conversion variant on Y chromosome with different % of duplicate genes (see [fig. 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), but increases as the fraction of duplicate genes increases. In humans, this fraction is fairly high (1/3 of the genes) and most of the Y genes belong to gene families (\>75%). A substantial part (the duplicate genes) of the human Y can therefore restore deleterious mutations-free haplotypes and the chromosome as a whole also tends to get deleterious mutations free. This way, gene conversion helps the Y chromosome as a whole to escape Muller's ratchet (and also Background selection) although only the genes undergoing gene conversion tend to avoid fixing deleterious mutations.

Evolution of High Y--Y Gene Conversion Rates
--------------------------------------------

Our results show that Y--Y gene conversion opposes Y degeneration only when very frequent. [Figure 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} suggests a threshold of 0.04 below which no effect is detectable. The estimates for Y--Y gene conversion in humans are close to 0.4 ([@bib42]), which is way above the threshold. This suggests the observed high Y--Y gene conversion rate has been selected but another explanation is possible. Gene conversion could be intrinsically high on the Y chromosome for a mechanistic reason. A very interesting study rules out this explanation though: looking at some noncoding DNA repeats on the human Y, [@bib6] could show that the rate of gene conversion is similar to that of the rest of the human genome and is 1,000-fold lower than the rate of gene conversion in the ampliconic regions. Palindromes, inverted repeats, and tandem arrays found in the ampliconic regions could explain why the rate of gene conversion is so high, and this in turn would explain why they have been retained.

Evolution of Y Ampliconic Regions
---------------------------------

In our model, gene duplicates tend to buffer deleterious mutations (the coefficient selection of a mutation is divided by the copy number). Simulations show very clearly that gene duplication is at best neutral and often deleterious, which suggests that the fixation of a duplication event is not likely but can occur occasionally. This is in agreement with previous work showing that the duplicate genes accumulate in species with small effective population size and in regions of the genome where recombination is reduced, such as the Y chromosome ([@bib29]). However, gene duplication can be advantageous. If a gene is under selection for increasing dosage (i.e., increasing expression level), then gene duplication will be favored by selection if the duplicates are functional and do increase expression level (see [@bib10] and [@bib21] for review). This is a likely situation for some of the ampliconic Y genes. Many of these genes are expressed in testis and are involved in spermatogenesis ([@bib43]). In chimpanzee, the selection on producing sperm is very strong due to sperm competition in this species. Interestingly, the size of ampliconic regions is larger in chimps than in humans and this may be because of selection on dosage on the spermatogenesis genes ([@bib18]). If duplication is beneficial, fixation of duplicate will be easy, gene conversion will be strongly favored, and we expect a system of gene duplication and conversion to evolve more easily.

How to Survive on the Y Chromosome
----------------------------------

If gene conversion is advantageous and allows the Y genes to escape from degeneration, why do not all the Y genes have duplicates? There are three possible explanations for this. As we have already mentioned, the evolution of ampliconic regions may be a gradual process and some genes may have not duplicated but may do so in the future. Evidence for this idea of stochastic recruitment of genes to contribute to ampliconic regions comes from the observation that the genes in the ampliconic regions are not the same in humans, chimps, and rodents ([@bib5]; [@bib1]; [@bib18]). A second possibility that we have just discussed in the previous section is that some genes could be under selection on dosage and not others. Those that are under such selection will accumulate duplicate far more easily over time and under this condition, gene conversion will be strongly favored. A third possibility is that there may be different ways of surviving on the Y chromosome. The Y single-copy genes could be essential genes robust to complete inactivation because selection is so strong on these genes that the reduction of *N* due to absence of crossing-over is not enough to make selection completely inefficient, and they can survive without gene conversion. Interestingly, many of the Y single-copy genes are housekeeping genes and potentially under strong selection ([@bib43]; [@bib46]). Some of these genes may have subfunctionalized X and Y copies that are both essential, and others may have neofunctionalized Y copies (with the X copy keeping the ancestral function) essential for male function as suggested by the comparison of expression patterns for X and Y single-copy genes ([@bib46]).

Biased or Unbiased Y--Y Gene Conversion
---------------------------------------

An important point of our results is that we did not need to include biased gene conversion in the model. We see an advantage when gene conversion is unbiased. This can be surprising at first because several theoretical studies on the evolution of multigene families have shown that gene conversion only improves natural selection when gene conversion is biased and it disfavors the most common mutations, which are likely to be deleterious ([@bib38]; [@bib36]; [@bib45]; [@bib37]). However, this work did not model Muller's ratchet and only considered very low rates of gene conversion. In our simulations ([fig. 1*A*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), we show that the rate of gene conversion is a crucial parameter. For low rates, we get no advantage. We only start seeing a significant advantage for rather high rates (\>0.01). The discrepancy may just be because these early works did not investigate high rates of gene conversion. This observation is important because we do not know whether gene conversion affecting the human Y chromosome is biased or not. We know that allelic recombination during meiosis is associated with biased gene conversion toward GC bases in mammalian genomes ([@bib32]; [@bib11]). We also have evidence that ectopic recombination in autosomes could be also biased ([@bib33]). We do not know however for the particular gene conversion going on the Y chromosome. At any rate, if Y--Y gene conversion is shown to be actually biased, this would make the advantage for gene conversion even stronger.

Possible Costs of Y--Y Gene Conversion
--------------------------------------

No costs of gene conversion have been included in our model. A recent paper has shown that ectopic crossovers do occur within the ampliconic regions in humans causing chromosomal rearrangements (e.g., large deletions) and infertility ([@bib28]). This suggests that the same mechanism can generate gene conversion and crossover (as in classical meiotic allelic recombination between homologues). The ectopic crossovers of course would counteract the beneficial effect of gene conversion and the net result would probably depend on how frequent are ectopic crossovers, which we currently do not know. When we have an estimate for this ratio (crossover/gene conversion), it will be interesting to include it in the model. Another issue is whether the same cost holds true for the other classes of ampliconic regions (tandem arrays and inverted repeats). Indeed, [@bib28] only investigated palindromic regions. An important point related to costs is that it may imply a balance between the advantage to increase the size of ampliconic regions because gene conversion opposes degeneration better and to reduce the size of such regions because large ampliconic regions increase the opportunity for ectopic crossovers and chromosomal rearrangements.

Y--Y Gene Conversion and Y Polymorphism
---------------------------------------

A Y chromosome that is degenerating through the accumulation of deleterious mutations is expected to have low levels of neutral polymorphism (see [@bib8] and [@bib15] for review). Reduced levels of neutral polymorphism have been repeatedly observed in Y or W chromosomes in many species ([@bib47]; [@bib13]; [@bib4] and see the chapter on sex chromosomes in [@bib29] for review). In the human genome, the Y chromosome is the one with the lowest level of nucleotide diversity, and this has been taken as evidence for degeneration of the human Y ([@bib22]). However, previous work on a few markers did not report significantly reduced genetic diversity on the human Y ([@bib34]). We collected all the SNP data available for the Y chromosome in Hapmap and computed the level of nucleotide polymorphism for the normally recombining PAR genes and nonrecombining MSY genes (subdivided in ampliconic genes and single-copy genes). We found that genetic diversity is significantly reduced at the ampliconic genes (no SNPs in the ampliconic regions) compared with the single-copy MSY genes (significant Mann--Whitney test, *P* \< 0.0001; [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). It is not clear why this should be because we expect similar levels of genetic diversity for single-copy genes and multicopy genes under strong gene conversion ([@bib20], and not shown simulations that we have performed). Interestingly, the levels of diversity were found to be very similar in PAR genes and single-copy MSY genes (no significant Mann--Whitney test, *P* = 0.589; [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). This means that the global reduction in genetic diversity observed of the human Y chromosome is mainly due to very low diversity in the ampliconic genes and not to degeneration. Indeed, the single-copy MSY genes have the same amount of genetic diversity compared with the PAR genes. This suggests that there is no or very little ongoing degeneration on the human Y chromosome. This could be because the human Y is already degenerate and gene density is too low for Hill--Robertson effects to be strong ([@bib3]). Y--Y gene conversion in most of the MSY genes could also attenuate Hill--Robertson effects as discussed in the first section of the discussion and make degeneration undetectable.

###### 

Nucleotide Polymorphism Levels for the Human Y Genes

  Y Genes Class                                             PAR Genes         MSY Genes[a](#tblfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}   
  --------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- -------------------------------------------- ---------------
  Gene number                                               19                19                                           27
  Levels of polymorphism[b](#tblfn6){ref-type="table-fn"}   9.7 × 10^−5^      8.4 × 10^−5^                                 0
  Mann--Whitney test (with single-copy genes)               Not significant   ---                                          *P* \< 0.0001

PAR = pseudoautosomal region (recombining), MSY = male-specific region (non-recombining), MSY genes are further divided in single-copy and ampliconic genes (undergoing gene conversion).

Hapmap data, see Material and Methods section.

The Advantage of Y--Y Gene Conversion in Other Species
------------------------------------------------------

Our results also have implications for other species than humans. In particular, [fig. 1*C*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows that the advantage of doing gene conversion should be stronger in species with large *N* (but \<100,000). The ampliconic regions are twice as larger in chimps than in humans and the intrapalindrome divergence is lower in chimps than in humans, which suggests a higher rate of gene conversion in chimps than in humans ([@bib18]). This fits with our predictions since the effective population size is known to be larger in chimps than in humans ([@bib25]). Preliminary data show that ampliconic regions have expanded to an incredible degree in mice with 95% of the mice Y being ampliconic ([@bib1]). The repeats in the mice Y show a very high sequence conservation, which suggests a very high rate of gene conversion. Mice effective population size is probably 10 times larger than that of humans ([@bib25]), and this fits again with our predictions. Interestingly, humans and chimps also differ in their mating system and this has been suggested to have an effect on the size of ampliconic regions ([@bib18]). Sperm competition is very strong in chimps and certainly stronger than in humans. An individual has a clear advantage in producing more sperm than its competitors in chimps. This may have been possible by increase of the dosage of sperm-related Y genes through increase of copy number. However, another effect could contribute to the pattern observed. Degeneration seems more pronounced in the chimp Y compared with the human Y ([@bib18]), which could be due to recurrent episodes of positive selection (and the concomitant selective sweeps) on the spermatogenesis genes located on the chimp ampliconic regions. This is consistent with our finding that protection against degeneration increases with gene copy number (see [fig. 1*B*](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and could contribute to the larger ampliconic regions in chimps than in humans. However, here fixation of beneficial mutations would be involved (not deleterious ones as in our model) and it would be interesting to investigate theoretically how gene conversion can protect Y genes against selective sweeps caused by fixation of beneficial mutations. Another evidence supporting the idea that evolution of ampliconic regions counteracts degeneration comes from birds. In chicken, HINTW is a multicopy gene on the W chromosome, which shows evidence for W--W gene conversion. This gene seems to share a very similar evolutionary dynamics compared with the mammalian Y ampliconic genes. However, this gene is not involved in spermatogenesis (the W is carried by females) and selection on dosage is not clear, which leaves the idea of W--W gene conversion opposing W degeneration the only explanation here ([@bib2]). Further theoretical and empirical work is needed for studying gene conversion on nonrecombining sex chromosomes but our results suggest that preventing gene degeneration by gene conversion could be fairly common in organisms with sex chromosomes and with small to intermediate population sizes such as mammals, birds, and possibly other vertebrates.
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